Type: Portable Baghouse

Make: Cedarapids/Standard Havens

Factory Rating: Nominal 60,000 ACFM

Unit has been completely Factory Reconditioned:

- **ALL NEW** Top Section including **New** tube sheet, **New** valves, and **New** top doors.
- Mounted Exhaust Fan on Gooseneck equipped a model 490 fan and two (2) **New** 100 HP motors and a **New** drive guard.
- The tubesheet was redesigned to maximize cloth area and the unit now has 10,786 Sq. Ft. of Cloth
- Floor mounted drag slat with 7.5 HP drive. Slats were replaced as needed.
- 7.5 HP Summing Screw and a Discharge Auger with newly replaced screw and trough section.
- **New** Epoxy Coated Interior to prevent corrosion and wear. **New** and reconditioned landing jacks.
- Triple Axle Chassis with All **New** tires, and all brakes, air lines, and valves, etc. were checked.
- Rear mounted Horizontal Cyclone Inertial Collector with bottom mounted Discharge Screw Auger.
- Full perimeter safety handrails around top which fold down for transport.
- All **New** bags and Cages are included with this unit.

AVAILABILITY, PRICE AND CONDITION SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY STANSTEEL®. SPECIFICATIONS ARE ACCURATE TO OUR KNOWLEDGE, HOWEVER, THEY ARE NOT GUARANTEED. ALL PRICES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. EQUIPMENT IS SOLD ON THE BASIS OF AS IS, WHERE IS, THEREFORE, STANSTEEL® RECOMMENDS INSPECTION BY THE BUYER OF ANY USED EQUIPMENT TO DETERMINE SUITABILITY TO THEIR REQUIREMENTS.